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JANUARY

The 31st Forbes Cruise for Investors 

January 24 – February 3, 2019 | Rio de Janeiro to Buenos Aires | Aboard the Crystal Symphony

Join Steve Forbes and a hand-picked roster of financial experts as they explore sophisticated cities and charming seaside villages stretching from 
Rio de Janeiro to Buenos Aires aboard the six-star Crystal Symphony. Along with unparalleled luxury, you’ll be in close company with renowned 
money experts and learn timely and practical investment strategies for your portfolio.

FEBRUARY

MoneyShow ORLANDO

February 7 – 10, 2019 | Omni Orlando Resort at ChampionsGate | Orlando, FL

Streaming Live February 7 – 10. On-demand Starting February 20.

The MoneyShow Orlando has an unmatched speaker roster and plenty of world-class ideas and education for income and growth investors. 
Plus, gain keen insights into the future of markets & politics, stocks & ETFs, and options & trading.

  SPECIAL TRACKS

   THE ALL-STARS OF OPTIONS TRADING

  This always-popular event provides beginner, intermediate, and advanced options traders with the rare opportunity 
to network with the country’s top professional traders while learning their time-tested strategies for generating cash 
flow and mitigating portfolio risk in bullish, bearish, and neutral markets. 

   ALTERNATIVE INVESTING

  During this special event, experts will showcase a variety of alternative investments including real estate, energy, fine 
art and others, while explaining how integrating these asset classes into a plain-vanilla equity portfolio could provide 
the right amount of spice to boost returns and dampen risk through up and down markets.

 
THE CANNABIS
INVESTING EVENT

  THE CANNABIS INVESTING EVENT

  This in-depth event will provide investors with the opportunity to learn about the high-growth cannabis sector as 
they hear from a roster of company executives who are focused on specific sub-sectors, elite analysts who cover this 
rapidly developing industry, and advocates who are leading the cannabis legalization movement all over the world.

   THE WORLD OF ETF INVESTING

  Transparency, diversification, and low-cost access to practically any market, sector, or asset class make exchange 
traded funds attractive, viable solutions for investors and traders alike. This one-day ETF event is designed specifically 
for self-directed investors, active traders, and financial advisors looking to create a profitable ETF strategy.

   INCOME & GROWTH SUMMIT

  Highlighting unique income investing opportunities that may be flying under the radar, as well as undervalued 
growth stocks, this special event will help investors achieve higher returns and better diversify their portfolio.

   THE MONEY, METALS, & MINING SYMPOSIUM

  Elite metals and mining experts will reveal which metals will outperform the markets in 2019 during this in-depth 
event. Investors will also learn about the specific companies poised for growth, and how to profitably and safely 
capitalize on the opportunities within this sector.

   MONEYSHOW UNIVERSITY

  MoneyShow University was founded with the goal of educating millennials, both students and young professionals, 
on the importance of investing, saving for retirement, and building wealth. It is the only series of conferences 
focused exclusively on educating the next generation of investors, entrepreneurs, and business leaders.

 WOMEN 
O N  W E A LT H

  WOMEN ON WEALTH

  This special event, designed for and open just to women, discusses the different risk preferences between men 
and women, and addresses the unique financial needs, wants, and desires of women to help them build a sound 
financial foundation for themselves and their families.



Questions? Call: 1-800-970-4355

MARCH

TradersEXPO NEW YORK

March 10 – 12, 2019 | New York Hilton Midtown | New York, NY

Streaming Live March 10 – 12. On-demand Starting March 22.

The TradersEXPO provides a chance to take a productive step back from the trading screen and look at the overall markets from a broader 
perspective. Learn tactics and strategies for stocks, ETFs, options, futures, and more.

  SPECIAL TRACKS

   THE ALL-STARS OF OPTIONS TRADING

  This always-popular event provides beginner, intermediate, and advanced options traders with the rare opportunity 
to network with the country’s top professional traders while learning their time-tested strategies for generating cash 
flow and mitigating portfolio risk in bullish, bearish, and neutral markets. 

   BACK TO THE FUTURES

  The growth of financial futures has been one of the most remarkable success stories in the market. This event is 
designed to provide futures traders with insights into current market activity and price action on the latest political 
and economic events across various markets, including commodities, forex, crude oil, gold, and more.

   CRYPTO INTELLIGENCE

  This exclusive learning experience features some of the most talented developers, company founders, traders, 
and influencers in the cryptocurrency and blockchain community. They will teach beginning and advanced crypto 
investors the best strategies, exchanges, and wallets to use for trading and protecting digital assets. 

   DAY TRADING FOR A LIVING

  Very few careers can offer you the freedom, flexibility and income that day trading does. As a day trader, you can live 
and work anywhere in the world. But while it might be possible, how easy is it and how on earth do you go about doing 
it? In this special event professional traders will teach attendees the benefits of day trading for a living and how to pilot 
a successful trading business.

   FOREX SUMMIT

  This educational summit features elite professional forex traders, with varying styles and methods, who will teach 
attendees how to profitably manage and trade their FX accounts by utilizing the latest strategies, tools, and platforms.

   TOOLS FOR TRADING SUCCESS

  Elite trading professionals will discuss the leading tools, indicators, platforms, and software available to traders today. 
Each expert will demonstrate the tools they rely on along with the specific strategies they use to profit each trading day. 

   WOMEN IN TRADING

  Trading is one of the last male-dominated bastions in finance. During this exceptional event, an all-star cast of top 
professional women traders will help other women develop strategies to take advantage of short-term trading 
opportunities and earn a consistently profitable return from the markets.

APRIL

The 2019 Live & Invest Overseas Cruise 

April 7 – 14, 2019 | Roundtrip Porto, Portugal | Aboard Uniworld’s Queen Isabel

Join the Live & Invest Overseas team for an extraordinary journey designed for culturally curious travelers. Following the Douro River through 
Portugal and into Spain, you’ll cruise past steeply terraced hillsides, quaint villages, and acres of ripe vineyards aboard Uniworld’s Queen Isabel.
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MAY

MoneyShow LAS VEGAS

May 13 – 15, 2019 | Bally’s/Paris Resorts | Las Vegas, NV

Streaming Live May 13 – 15. On-demand Starting May 25.

Meet and mingle with the largest gathering of money and trading experts. Gain access to the finest analysts, advisors, financial and political 
commentators, traders, and money managers.

  SPECIAL TRACKS

   THE ALL-STARS OF OPTIONS TRADING

  This always-popular event provides beginner, intermediate, and advanced options traders with the rare opportunity 
to network with the country’s top professional traders while learning their time-tested strategies for generating cash 
flow and mitigating portfolio risk in bullish, bearish, and neutral markets. 

   ALTERNATIVE INVESTING

  During this special event, experts will showcase a variety of alternative investments including real estate, energy, fine 
art and others, while explaining how integrating these asset classes into a plain-vanilla equity portfolio could provide 
the right amount of spice to boost returns and dampen risk through up and down markets.

 
THE CANNABIS
INVESTING EVENT

  THE CANNABIS INVESTING EVENT

  This in-depth event will provide investors with the opportunity to learn about the high-growth cannabis sector as 
they hear from a roster of company executives who are focused on specific sub-sectors, elite analysts who cover this 
rapidly developing industry, and advocates who are leading the cannabis legalization movement all over the world.

   THE WORLD OF ETF INVESTING

  Transparency, diversification, and low-cost access to practically any market, sector, or asset class make exchange 
traded funds attractive, viable solutions for investors and traders alike. This one-day ETF event is designed specifically 
for self-directed investors, active traders, and financial advisors looking to create a profitable ETF strategy.

   INCOME & GROWTH SUMMIT

  Highlighting unique income investing opportunities that may be flying under the radar, as well as undervalued growth 
stocks, this special event will help investors achieve higher returns and better diversify their portfolio.

   THE MONEY, METALS, & MINING SYMPOSIUM

  Elite metals and mining experts will reveal which metals will outperform the markets in 2019 during this in-depth 
event. Investors will also learn about the specific companies poised for growth, and how to profitably and safely 
capitalize on the opportunities within this sector.

 WOMEN 
O N  W E A LT H

  WOMEN ON WEALTH

  This special event, designed for and open just to women, discusses the different risk preferences between men 
and women, and addresses the unique financial needs, wants, and desires of women to help them build a sound 
financial foundation for themselves and their families.

One of the best educational experiences 

available today because of the ‘take home’ 

value delivered by the presenters. You know 

what to do when you get back home.

J. CHANDLER PETERSON



Questions? Call: 1-800-970-4355

JUNE

MoneyShow SEATTLE

June 15 – 16, 2019 | Hyatt Regency Seattle | Seattle, WA

Streaming Live June 15 – 16. On-demand Starting June 26.

Meet and mingle with the largest gathering of money and trading experts. Gain access to the finest analysts, advisors, financial and political 
commentators, traders, and money managers.

  SPECIAL TRACKS

   THE ALL-STARS OF OPTIONS TRADING

  This always-popular event provides beginner, intermediate, and advanced options traders with the rare opportunity 
to network with the country’s top professional traders while learning their time-tested strategies for generating cash 
flow and mitigating portfolio risk in bullish, bearish, and neutral markets.

   ALTERNATIVE INVESTING

  During this special event, experts will showcase a variety of alternative investments including real estate, energy, fine 
art and others, while explaining how integrating these asset classes into a plain-vanilla equity portfolio could provide 
the right amount of spice to boost returns and dampen risk through up and down markets.

 
THE CANNABIS
INVESTING EVENT

  THE CANNABIS INVESTING EVENT

  This in-depth event will provide investors with the opportunity to learn about the high-growth cannabis sector as 
they hear from a roster of company executives who are focused on specific sub-sectors, elite analysts who cover this 
rapidly developing industry, and advocates who are leading the cannabis legalization movement all over the world.

   THE WORLD OF ETF INVESTING

  Transparency, diversification, and low-cost access to practically any market, sector, or asset class make exchange 
traded funds attractive, viable solutions for investors and traders alike. This one-day ETF event is designed specifically 
for self-directed investors, active traders, and financial advisors looking to create a profitable ETF strategy.

   INCOME & GROWTH SUMMIT

  Highlighting unique income investing opportunities that may be flying under the radar, as well as undervalued 
growth stocks, this special event will help investors achieve higher returns and better diversify their portfolio.

   THE MONEY, METALS, & MINING SYMPOSIUM

  Elite metals and mining experts will reveal which metals will outperform the markets in 2019 during this in-depth 
event. Investors will also learn about the specific companies poised for growth, and how to profitably and safely 
capitalize on the opportunities within this sector.
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JULY

The 32nd Forbes Cruise for Investors 

July 17 – 29, 2019 | Stockholm to Amsterdam | Aboard the Crystal Serenity

Join Forbes experts for 12 unforgettable days sailing from Stockholm to Amsterdam aboard the award-winning Crystal Serenity. In addition to 
cruising the Baltic in luxury, you will receive specific recommendations for profitable investing strategies, get answers to your most pressing 
questions, and get to know our handpicked investment experts on a first-name basis.

TradersEXPO CHICAGO

July 21 – 23, 2019 | McCormick Place South Building | Chicago, IL

Streaming Live July 21 – 23. On-demand Starting August 2.

The TradersEXPO provides a chance to take a productive step back from the trading screen and look at the overall markets from a broader 
perspective. Learn tactics and strategies for stocks, ETFs, options, futures, and more.

  SPECIAL TRACKS

   THE ALL-STARS OF OPTIONS TRADING

  This always-popular event provides beginner, intermediate, and advanced options traders with the rare opportunity 
to network with the country’s top professional traders while learning their time-tested strategies for generating cash 
flow and mitigating portfolio risk in bullish, bearish, and neutral markets. 

   BACK TO THE FUTURES

  The growth of financial futures has been one of the most remarkable success stories in the market. This event is 
designed to provide futures traders with insights into current market activity and price action on the latest political 
and economic events across various markets, including commodities, forex, crude oil, gold, and more.

   CRYPTO INTELLIGENCE

  This exclusive learning experience features some of the most talented developers, company founders, traders, 
and influencers in the cryptocurrency and blockchain community. They will teach beginning and advanced crypto 
investors the best strategies, exchanges, and wallets to use for trading and protecting digital assets. 

   DAY TRADING FOR A LIVING

  Very few careers can offer you the freedom, flexibility and income that day trading does. As a day trader, you can live 
and work anywhere in the world. But while it might be possible, how easy is it and how on earth do you go about doing 
it? In this special event professional traders will teach attendees the benefits of day trading for a living and how to pilot 
a successful trading business.

   FOREX SUMMIT

  This educational summit features elite professional forex traders, with varying styles and methods, who will teach 
attendees how to profitably manage and trade their FX accounts by utilizing the latest strategies, tools, and platforms.

   TOOLS FOR TRADING SUCCESS

  Elite trading professionals will discuss the leading tools, indicators, platforms, and software available to traders today. 
Each expert will demonstrate the tools they rely on along with the specific strategies they use to profit each trading day.

   WOMEN IN TRADING

  Trading is one of the last male-dominated bastions in finance. During this exceptional event, an all-star cast of top 
professional women traders will help other women develop strategies to take advantage of short-term trading 
opportunities and earn a consistently profitable return from the markets.



Questions? Call: 1-800-970-4355

JULY CONTINUED

The 2019 TraderInsight Cruise

July 28 – August 4, 2019 | Roundtrip Bordeaux | Aboard Uniworld’s S.S. Bon Voyage

Spend eight brilliant days uncovering the proud legacy and heritage of Southwest France while learning proven trading strategies from 
renowned trading gurus. Don’t miss this opportunity to attend stimulating seminars while sailing three stunning rivers on one amazing journey.

AUGUST

MoneyShow SAN FRANCISCO

August 15 – 17, 2019 | Hilton San Francisco Union Square | San Francisco, CA

Streaming Live August 15 – 17. On-demand Starting August 27.

Just one hour north of Silicon Valley, hear renowned financial gurus delve deep into top stocks from the fastest-growing sectors, fintech, biotech, 
and technology.

  SPECIAL TRACKS

   THE ALL-STARS OF OPTIONS TRADING

  This always-popular event provides beginner, intermediate, and advanced options traders with the rare opportunity 
to network with the country’s top professional traders while learning their time-tested strategies for generating cash 
flow and mitigating portfolio risk in bullish, bearish, and neutral markets. 

   ALTERNATIVE INVESTING

  During this special event, experts will showcase a variety of alternative investments including real estate, energy, fine 
art and others, while explaining how integrating these asset classes into a plain-vanilla equity portfolio could provide 
the right amount of spice to boost returns and dampen risk through up and down markets.

 
THE CANNABIS
INVESTING EVENT

  THE CANNABIS INVESTING EVENT

  This in-depth event will provide investors with the opportunity to learn about the high-growth cannabis sector as 
they hear from a roster of company executives who are focused on specific sub-sectors, elite analysts who cover this 
rapidly developing industry, and advocates who are leading the cannabis legalization movement all over the world.

   THE WORLD OF ETF INVESTING

  Transparency, diversification, and low-cost access to practically any market, sector, or asset class make exchange 
traded funds attractive, viable solutions for investors and traders alike. This one-day ETF event is designed specifically 
for self-directed investors, active traders, and financial advisors looking to create a profitable ETF strategy.

   INCOME & GROWTH SUMMIT

  Highlighting unique income investing opportunities that may be flying under the radar, as well as undervalued growth 
stocks, this special event will help investors achieve higher returns and better diversify their portfolio.

 
INVESTING IN 

FOREIGN STOCKS

  INVESTING IN FOREIGN STOCKS

  Top global investors will explain how American Depositary Receipts (ADRs) are a convenient and cost-effective 
method for accessing foreign markets by allowing US investors the benefits of global diversification, while bypassing 
the complexity of investing directly in local stock markets. 

 WOMEN 
O N  W E A LT H

  WOMEN ON WEALTH

  This special event, designed for and open just to women, discusses the different risk preferences between men 
and women, and addresses the unique financial needs, wants, and desires of women to help them build a sound 
financial foundation for themselves and their families. 
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SEPTEMBER

MoneyShow TORONTO

September 20 – 21, 2019 | Metro Toronto Convention Centre | Toronto, ON, Canada

Streaming Live September 20 – 21. On-demand Starting October 1.

Explore the world’s best markets, sectors, & asset classes, and the specific stocks, funds, & ETFs to profit from them as you meet and mingle with 
the world’s top investment and trading experts.

  SPECIAL TRACKS

   THE ALL-STARS OF OPTIONS TRADING

  This always-popular event provides beginner, intermediate, and advanced options traders with the rare opportunity 
to network with the country’s top professional traders while learning their time-tested strategies for generating cash 
flow and mitigating portfolio risk in bullish, bearish, and neutral markets. 

   CANADIAN MONEYSAVER

  This annual gathering of Canadian MoneySaver’s columnists covers money matters that affect investors’ life and 
financial security. From learning how to profit from stock buybacks, (legal) insider trading, and DRIPs to slashing your 
insurance premiums significantly and everything in between, these experts will share their best money-saving and 
money-making opportunities.

 
THE CANNABIS
INVESTING EVENT

  THE CANNABIS INVESTING EVENT

  This in-depth event will provide investors with the opportunity to learn about the high-growth cannabis sector as 
they hear from a roster of company executives who are focused on specific sub-sectors, elite analysts who cover this 
rapidly developing industry, and advocates who are leading the cannabis legalization movement all over the world.

   THE WORLD OF ETF INVESTING

  Transparency, diversification, and low-cost access to practically any market, sector, or asset class make exchange 
traded funds attractive, viable solutions for investors and traders alike. This one-day ETF event is designed specifically 
for self-directed investors, active traders, and financial advisors looking to create a profitable ETF strategy.

   FOREX SUMMIT

  This educational summit features elite professional forex traders, with varying styles and methods, who will teach 
attendees how to profitably manage and trade their FX accounts by utilizing the latest strategies, tools, and platforms.

   TOOLS FOR TRADING SUCCESS

  Elite trading professionals will discuss the leading tools, indicators, platforms, and software available to traders today. 
Each expert will demonstrate the tools they rely on along with the specific strategies they use to profit each trading day.



Questions? Call: 1-800-970-4355

SEPTEMBER CONTINUED

MoneyShow PHILADELPHIA

September 26 – 28, 2019 | Sheraton Philadelphia Downtown | Philadelphia, PA

Streaming Live September 26 – 28. On-demand Starting October 8.

Explore the world’s best markets, sectors, & asset classes, and the specific stocks, funds, & ETFs to profit from them as you meet and mingle with 
the world’s top investment and trading experts.

  SPECIAL TRACKS

   THE ALL-STARS OF OPTIONS TRADING

  This always-popular event provides beginner, intermediate, and advanced options traders with the rare opportunity 
to network with the country’s top professional traders while learning their time-tested strategies for generating cash 
flow and mitigating portfolio risk in bullish, bearish, and neutral markets. 

   ALTERNATIVE INVESTING

  During this special event, experts will showcase a variety of alternative investments including real estate, energy, fine 
art and others, while explaining how integrating these asset classes into a plain-vanilla equity portfolio could provide 
the right amount of spice to boost returns and dampen risk through up and down markets.

   THE WORLD OF ETF INVESTING

  Transparency, diversification, and low-cost access to practically any market, sector, or asset class make exchange 
traded funds attractive, viable solutions for investors and traders alike. This one-day ETF event is designed specifically 
for self-directed investors, active traders, and financial advisors looking to create a profitable ETF strategy.

   INCOME & GROWTH SUMMIT

  Highlighting unique income investing opportunities that may be flying under the radar, as well as undervalued growth 
stocks, this special event will help investors achieve higher returns and better diversify their portfolio.

   THE MONEY, METALS, & MINING SYMPOSIUM

  Elite metals and mining experts will reveal which metals will outperform the markets in 2020 during this in-depth 
event. Investors will also learn about the specific companies poised for growth, and how to profitably and safely 
capitalize on the opportunities within this sector.

The MoneyShow is a must for 

active, information-hungry 

investors.

STEVE FORBES

President & CEO, Forbes
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OCTOBER

MoneyShow DALLAS

October 13 – 14 2019 | Hyatt Regency Dallas | Dallas, TX

Streaming Live October 2 – 4. On-demand Starting October 24.

Meet many of today’s top industry icons all in one place while they provide in-depth knowledge about the financial markets, top-
performing stocks and sectors, and specific ideas for profiting.

  SPECIAL TRACKS

   THE ALL-STARS OF OPTIONS TRADING

  This always-popular event provides beginner, intermediate, and advanced options traders with the rare opportunity 
to network with the country’s top professional traders while learning their time-tested strategies for generating cash 
flow and mitigating portfolio risk in bullish, bearish, and neutral markets. 

   ALTERNATIVE INVESTING

  During this special event, experts will showcase a variety of alternative investments including real estate, energy, fine 
art and others, while explaining how integrating these asset classes into a plain-vanilla equity portfolio could provide 
the right amount of spice to boost returns and dampen risk through up and down markets.

 
THE CANNABIS
INVESTING EVENT

  THE CANNABIS INVESTING EVENT

  This in-depth event will provide investors with the opportunity to learn about the high-growth cannabis sector as 
they hear from a roster of company executives who are focused on specific sub-sectors, elite analysts who cover this 
rapidly developing industry, and advocates who are leading the cannabis legalization movement all over the world.

   THE WORLD OF ETF INVESTING

  Transparency, diversification, and low-cost access to practically any market, sector, or asset class make exchange 
traded funds attractive, viable solutions for investors and traders alike. This one-day ETF event is designed specifically 
for self-directed investors, active traders, and financial advisors looking to create a profitable ETF strategy.

   INCOME & GROWTH SUMMIT

  Highlighting unique income investing opportunities that may be flying under the radar, as well as undervalued growth 
stocks, this special event will help investors achieve higher returns and better diversify their portfolio.

   NEW FRONTIERS IN TECH & ENERGY

  This exclusive gathering brings together the most forward-thinking minds in technology and energy to discuss how 
the most innovative companies in the world are solving today’s greatest challenges, and how these innovations 
should affect how investors think.

The 2019 Young America’s Foundation Cruise 

October 15 – 25, 2019 | Panama City to New Orleans | Aboard the Crystal Symphony

Join the Young America’s Foundation and leaders of the conservative movement for 11 breathtaking days aboard the Crystal Symphony. In 
addition to networking with conservative thought leaders, you’ll travel in six-star luxury from Panama to New Orleans via the Panama Canal.

NOVEMBER

The 2019 Global Financial Summit Cruise 

November 9 – 16, 2019 | Explore Cuba Roundtrip from Miami | Aboard Oceania’s Insignia

Experience the culture and vivacity of timeless Cuba. You’ll sail roundtrip from Miami on Oceania’s luxury ship, Insignia, to explore historic 
Havana and Cuba’s southern shore. During the cruise, you’ll hear discussions on the markets, investment opportunities, and proven strategies 
that build wealth and produce safe, steady income.



Questions? Call: 1-800-970-4355

NOVEMBER CONTINUED

TradersEXPO LAS VEGAS

November 7 – 9, 2019 | Bally’s/Paris Resorts | Las Vegas, NV

Streaming Live November 7 – 9. On-demand Starting November 19.

The TradersEXPO provides a chance to take a productive step back from the trading screen and look at the overall markets from a broader 
perspective. Learn tactics and strategies for stocks, ETFs, options, futures, and more.

  SPECIAL TRACKS

   THE ALL-STARS OF OPTIONS TRADING

  This always-popular event provides beginner, intermediate, and advanced options traders with the rare opportunity 
to network with the country’s top professional traders while learning their time-tested strategies for generating cash 
flow and mitigating portfolio risk in bullish, bearish, and neutral markets. 

   BACK TO THE FUTURES

  The growth of financial futures has been one of the most remarkable success stories in the market. This event is 
designed to provide futures traders with insights into current market activity and price action on the latest political 
and economic events across various markets, including commodities, forex, crude oil, gold, and more.

   CRYPTO INTELLIGENCE

  This exclusive learning experience features some of the most talented developers, company founders, traders, 
and influencers in the cryptocurrency and blockchain community. They will teach beginning and advanced crypto 
investors the best strategies, exchanges, and wallets to use for trading and protecting digital assets.

   DAY TRADING FOR A LIVING

  Very few careers can offer you the freedom, flexibility and income that day trading does. As a day trader, you can live 
and work anywhere in the world. But while it might be possible, how easy is it and how on earth do you go about doing 
it? In this special event professional traders will teach attendees the benefits of day trading for a living and how to pilot 
a successful trading business.

   FOREX SUMMIT

  This educational summit features elite professional forex traders, with varying styles and methods, who will teach 
attendees how to profitably manage and trade their FX accounts by utilizing the latest strategies, tools, and platforms.

   TOOLS FOR TRADING SUCCESS

  Elite trading professionals will discuss the leading tools, indicators, platforms, and software available to traders today. 
Each expert will demonstrate the tools they rely on along with the specific strategies they use to profit each trading day.

   WOMEN IN TRADING

  Trading is one of the last male-dominated bastions in finance. During this exceptional event, an all-star cast of top 
professional women traders will help other women develop strategies to take advantage of short-term trading 
opportunities and earn a consistently profitable return from the markets.

DECEMBER

The 2019 Money, Metals, & Mining Cruise

December 6 – 14, 2019 | Ft. Lauderdale to San Juan | Aboard the Crystal Serenity

Embark on a Caribbean adventure with renowned investment experts as you explore the implications of global monetary inflation, discover 
exciting precious metals and mining opportunities that are poised to soar in value as a result of these policies, and explore the jewels of the 
Caribbean in opulence and style.



Enjoy a front-row seat as renowned investment and trading experts educate you on many of today’s critical 
financial topics. Thousands of investors traveled from all over the world to hear the insights and expertise 
offered in these presentations. Here is your all-access pass to enjoy all the benefits without leaving the 
comfort of your home or office!

MoneyShow.com was created to connect investors and traders with renowned investment professionals 
through a common online destination. It features daily updated market advice in both text and video 
format, directly from the world’s top money experts.

Interactive & Multi-Platform

CREDIBLE, TIMELY, & COMPREHENSIVE

LIVE STREAM • NEWSLETTERS • DIGITAL

219,995+
REGISTERED MEMBERS

600,000+
MONTHLY PAGE VIEWS

24,500+
ARTICLES & VIDEOS

To learn more about MoneyShow events and cruises,  
please call 1-800-970-4355 or visit MoneyShow.com.

INVESTING & TRADING 
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CONFERENCE LIVE 
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COMPREHENSIVE 
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IN-DEPTH  
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